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What is hidden behind everyday life? 
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To ALL sociological Researchers* 

– long-standing or still studying –  

Let us take a look through your sociological glasses! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

What it is all about: 
Show us how you experience the world through sociological glasses. 

Which situations, moments or everyday circumstances appear to you in 

a different light since your occupation with sociology? As a sociologist 

you go through life with more open eyes and are always surprised by 

things that you have not questioned before. Why do people stop for 

minutes at a red traffic light, even though there is nor car in sight? Why 

does salt have an expiry date? If you are familiar with such experiences, 

share them with us in the form of photos, graphics, short anecdotes, or 

in an other form you prefer. Artistic discussions or associations with 

the sociological view itself are also welcome -what do you associate 

with this? You may be able to make your colleagues aware of things 

they have not considered before, or simply make them smile by looking 

through your sociological glasses.  
 

Short and concise – this is how you participate: 
  Capture a moment that is interesting, funny or wondrous for 

you through sociological glasses in whatever form (photo, graphic, 

short story, etc.) 

  Give your work a title  

 Write a few sentences that explain the situation in more detail 

  Tell us if you want to be mentioned by name 

  Send your contribution in jpg. Format and in printable 

resolution (300dpi) to francesca.bisanti@univie.ac.at until the 1st May 

  Come to the Week of Sociological Research, visit the 

exhibition and be inspired by your colleagues*   

  With a little luck you can win a book 

Please send questions, wishes and entries to 

francesca.bisanti@univie.ac.at 
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